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Weise’s new jacket has solid spec and detailing, with gloves to match

F
ED UP WITH reading about £1000 
jackets, but not happy with the 
compromises involved in sub-£100 kit? 
The new Baltimore jacket, priced at 

£320 from expanding British company Weise, is 
part of a growing band of well-priced textile kit 
packed with technology and features that would 
have cost far more just a couple of years ago.

The key component is the removable quilted 
liner, which is made with Outlast climate control 
technology – originally developed for NASA – 
which absorbs heat from the rider’s body, stores 
it and then releases it when conditions become 
cooler. The idea is that it prevents the rider 
experiencing extreme temperature fluctuations. 
Rather than wicking away sweat – the aim of 
some other advanced thermal layers – this is 
intended to prevent the rider getting sweaty in 
the first place.

There’s also a removable waterproof lining, and 
venting built into the sturdy outer layer. It has 
CE-approved elbow, shoulder and back armour.

Neat details include an easy-to-use hook, for 
holding the collar open on hot days without any 
throat-slapping, and brightly coloured sleeve 
covers that can be rolled away in seconds when 
they’re not required.

It’s not the first or cheapest jacket with Outlast, 
but the overall package is exceptionally well 
thought through for British riders. On paper 
at least, its most direct rival is the excellent 
Halvarssons Prime, which costs £399 (not 
including a back protector). It’s undercut on price 
by some of the Wolf textile range, which also uses 
Outlast but lacks many of the Baltimore’s other 
impressive features.

Like the Prime, the Baltimore is very adaptable, 
in keeping with the need for British bikers to cope 
with heat, cold and rain on the same trip.

Weise have also employed Outlast for some 
impressive new gloves: the mostly-leather 
Diablo (£100) and the leather-and-textile Strada 
(£90), which has a double cuff for maximum 
sleeve compatibility.
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